### TRANSFER INFORMATION

From Becket to Mount Holyoke:
- Schedule passengers will board a Route 38 bus in Becket. These passengers arriving at Mount Holyoke College, passengers will transfer to a Route 39 bus going to Mount Holyoke College. Check bus destination sign or ask the driver for information.

From Mount Holyoke to Smith:
- Where there is a T in the schedule, passengers will board a Route 38 bus to Smith College. Check bus destination sign or ask the driver for information.
- Where there is a T on the schedule, passengers will board a Route 38 bus going to Mount Holyoke College. Check bus destination sign or ask the driver for information.
- Transfer to/from Route 38
- Express between Mt. Holyoke College and Smith College via Rte. 47
- bus returns to garage after arrival
- Transfer information will be posted on our website and on board all buses two weeks prior to schedule changes, or call 413-545-0056 for details.